CHAINS IN THE

PROJECTIVE LINE

Br A. J. HOFFMAN
Let E be a quadratic extension of a field F, let n be the projective line over
E and m C n be the projective line over F. Define a chain in n as the image of
m under any projective transformation of n. In the classical case F is the
real numbers, E the complex numbers, and the chains can be regarded as the
circles of the real inversion plane. It is to be expected that many of the properties of chains in the classical case should hold in general. For example, the
reader will readily see that the following facts, which we shall use freely in the
remainder of the paper, are true:
(i) given three distinct points, there is o.ne and only one chain containing

them;
(ii) if p and q are points and c is a chain containing p but not q, then there
is one and only one chain containing p and q and tangent to c (two chains are
said to be tangent if their intersection consists of exactly one point).
We shall show that more interesting statements, such as Miquel’s theorem
and Von Staudt’s theorem, are valid in the general case. The truth of Miquel’s
theorem has been known for some time [1; 70], but the following proof may be
of interest since some of the lemmas were proved in a recent paper [4] for the
GF(p"). The symbol (pq ...) means either "the points p,
special case F
are contained in a chain" or "the chain containing p, q, ...."
q,

MIQUEL’S THEOREM. Let p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w be distinct points such that (pqrs)
(tuvw), (pqtu), (qruv), (rsvw). Then (pstw).

Proof. If (pqrs) (tuvw), the theorem is immediate, so assume the contrary.
We shall have to consider two cases.
Case I. E is a separable extension of F.
Then E admits an involutoric automorphism :x
having F as fixed field.

-

If we define : --., then q is an involutoric mapping of n on itself such that
p p if and only if p m. If H is the projective group of n and G is the group
generated by H and then H is of index 2 in G. Let G
H be the set of all
elements of G not in H.

,

LEMMA 1. Given a chain c, there is one and only one r G H leaving c pointwise fixed. Further, r leaves no other point of n fixed and r is an involution.

Proof. Let p H map m onto c. Define r pp-; clearly r fixes every point
of c. If
G H also hus this property, then
H leaves ut least three
points fixed, since every chain contains at least three points; hence, [3; 95]
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